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Introduction
Family offices feel a strong sense of duty to protect
the privacy of the ultra-high net worth families they
serve. Regardless of whether family members are high
profile business owners and executives, celebrities,
sports personalities or famous philanthropists, there is
an expectation that a family office will take sufficient
and effective measures to safeguard the privacy of
a family’s actions, assets and personal affairs.
However, the challenge continues to grow in magnitude
as we continue to move towards a digitized world. The
information revolution has not only changed the way
we view privacy; it also has fundamentally changed our
expectations of it from many angles. Smart devices
(phones, tablets, and connected gadgets) are now
ubiquitous, with nearly everyone in many parts of the
world not only owning one, but also relying on it for
many of their routine tasks. With most people always
carrying their smartphones with them, there is also an
expectation we are ‘available and there’ at all times.
Furthermore, people’s willingness to share their
information – whether knowingly or unknowingly – is
staggering and growing. For example, emails, phone
numbers, social networking, websites and search
engine histories, contacts, friend lists, photos, locations,
and device usage are all ‘shared’ in one form or another
with third parties who can keep this information
forever. In a world where we are all crunched for time
and people want effective results instantly, many share
personal data to ease a process without fully realizing
the consequences of their actions before and after.

Moreover, today’s digital world has a long
memory and even well-crafted attempts to delete
information can fail to achieve the desired effect.
Privacy breaches are often the prelude to reputational
damage to wealthy families and their family offices. For
example, leaked emails could have detrimental effects
on the professional reputation of a family business by
revealing confidential proposed business transactions
or family information that should remain private.
Family offices face many challenges trying to achieve
a myriad of goals set by their principals - investment
returns, family harmony, philanthropy, perpetuating
wealth across generations, wealth education,
convenience, services - while maintaining a family’s
rightful desire for discretion and a private life.
Recent legislative, regulatory, and policy
initiatives in various countries have attempted
to establish norms in the name of privacy,
however, a global standard remains elusive.
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In this paper, we will look at the
privacy threats that wealthy families
and their family offices face and
examine how family offices can look
to identify, manage, and mitigate
those dangers as part of a robust
risk management program.
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Why privacy is important for family
offices
Privacy is a personal value that is
unique to each individual. How much
privacy a family needs should be an
informed choice based on a discussion
of each family member’s expectations,
the family businesses and ventures,
and plans for the future.
There are several reasons why family
offices should prioritize maintaining
the privacy of the families they serve.
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It does not matter if families have
‘nothing to hide’
Family principals and their family offices tend to view
privacy as a fundamental right intrinsically linked to
personal autonomy and dignity that does not require
any justification for protection. Ensuring proper ways
to address privacy issues will be key.
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Protecting reputation requires both a defense
against falsehoods and the protection of private
truths. Privacy enables people to manage how they
are judged by others, including their professional
contacts, friendships, and social circles. With the world
becoming more globally connected, family reputation
is even more important. After all, if reputation can be
simply described as what others think of you, then
privacy is the extent of what they know about you.
Family principals tend to seek places of privacy to
withdraw to, free of public scrutiny. The preservation
of privacy engenders trust which, in turn, promotes
candor, interaction, and social cohesion between
principals and their family offices.

state secrets, they may well hold information that
would cause shame or embarrassment if made public.
Everyone has confidential knowledge that they may
not want their friends or family to know, let alone
business rivals. Furthermore, while families might not
have something to hide now, they might in the future.
Conversely, people should be able to change and grow
without being shackled by their past. Privacy fosters
the ability to reinvent, develop, and mature. Lastly,
families should consider raising awareness on privacy
by focusing on how it is a way to protect their children,
rather than concentrating on the embarrassment
that can occur from inadvertently sharing private
information. Lessons on privacy management can help
parents enable their children to live relatively ‘normal’
lives even if their parents and extended family live
in the public eye. With more sophistication built into
smart devices and activities on the rise, it is easy to
share information which could lead to loss of privacy.

The loss of privacy leads to a loss of
freedom

‘Big data’ age brings new privacy
threats

The protection of privacy underpins freedom of
expression which is vital to a free and democratic
society. Many individuals would restrict what they
share about themselves if they knew they were being
surveilled and understood the volume of accessible
information on them.

In the age of ‘big data’, the vast amount of personal
and business information that can be hacked and sold
exposes wealthy families and their family offices to
identity theft, fraud, and safety risks.

There is an inherent link between
privacy and reputation

Many families do have something
they want to keep private

Once personal data is breached, there is an increased
risk of a malicious actor attempting to log onto social
media, banking, or corporate websites with these
compromised credentials. This process could be
automated and eventually result in unwanted texts,
files, or pictures being shared.

Everyone has something they would like to remain
private and no-one should be made to feel selfconscious about it. While families might not harbor

Personal privacy planning is the only way to protect
against such problems. Frequent communication
through reminders and sharing any changes in
procedures will help in this process.
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The dimensions
of privacy
By making a few astute changes
now, family offices can significantly
reduce the possibility of a future
invasion of privacy and/or
reputational damage.
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Although modern society often focuses on digital
privacy, there are actually five primary dimensions
of privacy.
These dimensions are increasingly becoming more
intertwined as our lives become more digitalized.
Yet, each dimension requires dedicated attention and
specific preventative measures to maintain privacy
and safety, and manage reputations.
Family offices can play an important role by helping
families address these issues with a three-step
framework, which involves an audit, assessment,
and action.
This framework allows family offices to incorporate
both an individual family member and overall family
privacy plan into their risk management strategy.
Doing so can prove to be incredibly helpful and allow
families to identify the inter-connectedness of their
personal affairs and assets, and the levels of power
and influence that many actors and detractors can
hold over a family’s privacy.

FINANCIAL
•
•
•

Assets
Liabilities
Investments

P H YS I CA L
•
•
•

Properties
Facilities
Art, auto, etc.

COMMERCIAL
•

Operating company
interests

D I G I TA L
•
•

Online assets
Digital activity

SOCIAL
•
•
•
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Family
Friends
Associates
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Privacy by design. Physical security is the protection
of personnel and data against events that could cause
serious loss or damage to an individual, business, or
organization, including fires, burglary, and vandalism.
It is a necessary consideration when designing any
building or facility.
In the same vein, family offices should embed privacy
security into their organizational design and strategy.
This ensures that a family office has privacy and reputation responsibilities built into its DNA, and therefore
has aligned its staff and procedures to these critical
objectives.
The first step of the ‘privacy by design’ method is an
understanding of a family’s current privacy levels –
and what they mean to a family - through an audit.

“Governments and corporations
invest millions in intelligence, trying
to understand a numberless and
emboldened enemy when frequently
what they really need to understand
is themselves. The best place to start
your own intelligence journey is close
to home: yourself, your family, your
company. What does the enemy see
when they search social media and
the internet for you? Cyberthreat
actors go for the easiest target first.”

Jacob Norwood
Cyber Intelligence Center Director,
Citibank
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The audit
Personal privacy planning should be proactive and
preventative. Families should not wait for risks to
materialize before acting. The best way to prevent
privacy invasions is to anticipate where such breaches
may come from.
This is easier said than done, but a privacy audit
enables family offices to map a family’s potential risk
areas. By mapping every person, asset, and activity
that is connected to a family, family offices can
identify private information that could be made public,
and the means through which it could happen.
Within reason, this audit should also be extended to
cover a principal’s children as they are more likely to
post pictures and information on social media
channels with little or no regard for the potential
privacy and security implications.
Any such risk assessment is complicated by the
difficulty of aggregating this information. In this
digital age, we are constantly mindlessly sharing our
information across social media, geotags, app records,
and behavioral trackers. This makes collecting and
analyzing all this information challenging.
The process of aggregation should not be limited to
what is available online. Several missing pieces of a
person’s private jigsaw can be filled in by crossreferencing public records and databases. The simple
act of aggregating the disparate pieces of a private
jigsaw can produce a very detailed, invasive, and
valuable picture for those wishing to attack or exploit
a family member or family office executive.

As a consequence, the most valuable proactive step in
personal privacy planning is auditing the available
information from an aggregation exercise. Family
offices should take action by investigating publicly
available data on themselves and the families they
serve before someone else - with malign intentions does.
An audit allows family principals to identify where
privacy ‘leaks’ exist and the inferences that can be
drawn about a family’s private life. Only when this
comprehensive overview has been completed is it
possible to start anticipating the associated risks.
Families consistently underestimate how much
information about them is publicly available and the
level of intrusion that is possible from aggregating
and cross-referencing that information. Moreover,
there is a lot of public or government data that they
may not be able to find themselves (e.g. restricted to
in-person viewing or low demand and not digitized).
Therefore, audits require expertise and experience to
ensure that an exhaustive records and open source
search is conducted.
Regardless of what is found, it is only after an audit
that a family office can start to make informed
decisions based on facts rather than fear of the
unknown. Mitigating fears can involve reassuringly
simple solutions such as:
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•

Deactivating or updating old profiles on
social media

•

Unsubscribing from mailing lists

•

Removing address details and other personal
information from the public domain

•

Tightening security on social media profiles

•

Clearing browser information
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Proximity. How close is a family and its family office
to the potential risk? For example, is it something that
directly involves a particular family member – or is it
something that relates to a third party?
Track record. What are the potential risks of a
particular family member or family office employee
involved in the threat given their track record/history?
For example, previous nefarious or illegal activity.
Proximity

Track record

Prevailing wind

The assessment
The next step is an assessment to evaluate the
likelihood of a family’s privacy being breached. It is
important to understand that likelihood is not static,
but will ebb and flow according to a family’s profile,
levels of activity, acquisitions of companies and assets,
circle of friends and family, business relationships, and
competitors.
There are three principle considerations when
evaluating a potential threat:

Prevailing wind. How sensitive is the threat topic and
what is the general societal mood and wider context?
For example, potential accusations of discrimination
based on leaked emails.
By establishing this assessment and updating it on
a regular basis, family offices can make informed
choices and identify where families may be vulnerable.
This, in turn, will allow a more conscientious and
less heavy-handed approach that may also be less
intrusive and more cost-effective.

The risk mitigation
The final step is to act on the results of the
assessment. Mitigating privacy risks can often be
achieved through simple measures, such as preemptive briefings with family office staff and the use
of non-disclosure agreements.
Younger generations of a family will require
information presented in an age-appropriate
manner to ensure they can fully appreciate any
required changes in behavior and follow through on
recommended best practices. Repeating instructions
would help in this regard.
Other privacy risks will require a much deeper set of
interventions. The following are some examples of
how and when to take action to protect and defend a
family’s privacy.

10
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2. PROPERTY
The purchase, sale, and renovation of property
provide ample opportunities for the details of these
assets to leak into the public domain.

Possible actions:

1. SPECIAL OCCASIONS
Social events such as weddings and birthday parties
can represent a significant risk for privacy as guests
can compound the risk of media intrusion.

•

Contracts in third party names

•

Buy-out image rights

•

Contractors under non-disclosure agreements

•

Technical surveillance countermeasure
(TSCM) analyses aka ‘bug sweeps’

•

Banning cell phones and all electronics from
meeting rooms where sensitive information is
discussed

•

Staff training

•

Take down of photos of the property from
the internet

•

Social media monitoring of staff

Possible actions:
•

Guest briefings

•

Use of secure messaging platforms
especially those with enterprise
management capabilities

•

Supplier risk assessments and nondisclosure agreements

•

Location planning and preliminary
surveying/research

•

Decoy deployment

•

Security perimeters and no-fly areas

•

Image rights

•

Social media monitoring and gatekeeping of
all guests

•

Anti-drone measures
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3. COMMERCIAL DEALS

4. PERSONAL ADVERSARIES

There is always heightened interest in an individual
when financial information about them is disclosed.
While the purchase or sale of a venture, a tax
investigation, or an offshore investment might raise
eyebrows, the below actions can help lower the risk
that shared information is used inappropriately.

A relationship break-up could be the fuel for an
estranged party to take ‘revenge’ and cause damage
to their former partner.

Possible actions:

•

Network analysis of the estranged party to
understand their connections and ability to
influence

•

Pre-emptive disclosure strategies

•

Assessment of inner circle personnel

•

Serving of obligation agreements

•

Digital privacy checks

•

Contingency claims for misuse of private
information

•

Encryption of files and digital watermarking
•

Development of counterevidence

•

Vetting and due diligence
•

Physical and digital security checks on schools

•

TSCM analyses aka ‘bug sweeps’
•

Protection of children

•

Use of secure messaging platforms especially
those with enterprise management
capabilities

•

Family law advice: divorce and pre- and
postnuptial

•

Security detail briefings

•

Secure communications

•

•
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Possible actions:

Banning cell phones and all electronics from
meeting rooms where sensitive information is
discussed
Information security assessments
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Top practical tips for privacy
protection

Family offices can consider and
implement these practical tips to
protect principals, extended family
members, and family office
executives from often avoidable
privacy intrusions and reputational
damage.

INTERNET USAGE
Public Wi-Fi. Where possible, always avoid making
online purchases when connected to a public
Wi-Fi network as it is difficult to guarantee that the
network is secure. This is the case even if a password
is required - e.g. in hotels or restaurants. If mobile
data usage permits, it is preferable to use mobile
applications or tether a computer using a phone as
a personal hot spot. When and where public Wi-Fi
use is required, the use of a Virtual Private Network
(VPN) is highly recommended in order to ensure data
is encrypted and secure. That said, for VPNs to be
effective, they must be set up properly along with
training.
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Search engine suggested searches. Whenever
terms are first entered into internet search engines,
the website will usually suggest a series of more
complete search options. These suggested searches
– which constantly change and vary by location – are
generated by these companies’ proprietary algorithm
‘learning’ about search subjects based on previous
searches. If using the internet to find media coverage
of a sensitive or confidential issue, take care not to
inadvertently teach the algorithm a negative search
string about the subject (e.g. ‘[Company X] scandal’)
or revealing confidential information (e.g. ‘[Person X]
owner [Property Y]’). A number of people searching
a term, or set of terms, could inadvertently create a
new but unwelcome suggested search. Family offices
should also consider anonymization browsers and
integrated service providers to protect their searches
and online activities.
Data breaches and breach lists. Online platforms
are hacked or otherwise compromised with increasing
frequency resulting in data breaches. Some data
breaches compromise extensive amounts of personal
information including phone numbers, driver’s license
numbers, email addresses and passwords, financial
information, and card payment data. An email address
and password are the most commonly compromised
pieces of personal data. It is for this reason that family
offices should use unique passwords for different
accounts and use password managers to aid in this
effort. Moreover, to minimize connectivity between
user IDs and specific individuals, family offices should
consider using different user IDs for different sites
- e.g. BaseballFan22 for Instagram and Slugger81
for online shopping sites. Family offices should also
consider employing two factor authentication devices
that can be tied to accounts and use manual keys to
gain access to sites. Family offices might also want to
use websites that allow users to check if their personal
data has been compromised.

14
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ONLINE SHOPPING
Privacy policies. Most online retailers require the
user to click ‘agree’ or check a box to indicate that
they have read and understand the company’s privacy
policy. It may not be possible to use the site without
accepting this, however, it is helpful to be aware
that some websites may share personal information
with a third party, track personal data, and collect
personally identifiable information. Some websites
are more private than others in this regard, and there
are several websites that provide helpful summaries
of key conditions for some popular retailers so that
family offices can avoid or use sparingly those that
leverage personal data the most.
Amazon Wish List. Unless otherwise specified,
Amazon Wish Lists are publicly searchable. The items
on a Wish List may provide a journalist and other third
parties with insights into personal interests, and other
aspects of personal lives. Family offices should bear
this in mind and alert family members about the risk
of adding items to a Wish List. A safer option may be
to add items to their ‘basket’ but ‘save for later.’

O P E R AT I N G A W E B S I T E
When setting up a website – either for business or
as part of an interest or hobby – individuals must
provide their name and contact details to purchase
and register the domain name. Unless specific
security measures are taken, users should note
that the ownership of the domain can be searched
using domain name directories and that the search
will reveal information including the name of the
registrant, their address, and the date of registration.
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BUYING A PROPERTY
It is a common misconception that owning a property
through a company can provide an individual
anonymity from the process. Media outlets and
other third parties are able to ‘reverse search’ public
databases using a company name, though not the
name of an individual. Therefore, if a principal or
family office executive can be linked to the corporate
entity in any way – including through media reports
or other documents naming family lawyers or other
advisors – principal ownership may be identifiable. If
families own properties in multiple jurisdictions, family
offices should be well versed in the country-specific
laws on property ownership privacy as they vary
greatly. It is likely that the transparency of property
ownership will increase over time in most countries,
therefore family offices should be prepared.
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U N WA N T E D P H OTO G R A P H Y A N D
SURVEILLANCE
Long-lens photography. Long-lens and covert
photography have become an increasing threat of
privacy for the wealthy or famous, especially as
media interest of these individuals’ private lives has
intensified. Exercising caution where there is reason
to suspect press intrusion is recommended, although
the nature of technology means that family offices
and principals may not be aware that the intrusion is
taking place. If privacy has been violated by covert
photography, a legal remedy may be available to
remove the images or to seek to obtain the copyright
for them depending on the jurisdiction in which this
occurred.
Drone footage. As an extension of long-lens
photography, drone videos and photographs are
becoming increasingly popular. While a common
sense approach is recommended - e.g. if surveilled
by a drone, go indoors if possible - it is notable that
governments worldwide are seeking to regulate
drones more comprehensively. For example, in
July 2017 the UK government announced that
drones would need to be registered and that drone
users would need to take safety awareness tests.
Additionally, the UK government has collaborated with
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) to develop a code
of conduct for drones, which includes points such as
staying below 400ft (120m), keeping an appropriate
distance from people and private property, and
staying away from aircraft, airports, and airfields.
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Conclusion
Associate Justice of the US Supreme
Court, William Orville Douglas once
wrote: “The right to be let alone is
indeed the beginning of all freedom.”
There is an intrinsic link between freedom and privacy.
Such lofty concepts can seem almost irrelevant when
downloading an app to control your heating. However,
it is important to understand these abstract concepts
and their concrete consequences.
Rod Christie-Miller, Chief Executive and Partner of
Schillings - a law firm specializing in privacy and
security consultancy - believes that family office
privacy planning is the key to securing the right for
wealthy families to “lead a life on their terms - a life
where they are in control of their affairs.”
Everyone can remember being initially impressed
when our electronic devices ‘learned’ from our usage
and built knowledge of our preferences in music,
books, and clothes. This is something we got used
to and now largely accept and expect. We want our
devices to refine and anticipate our choices - from
exercise routes to passwords and payment details without acknowledging the vast amount of personal
data that is required for such customization.
Trying to comprehend and control the amount of
personal information people share so readily can
make family offices and the families they serve feel
powerless.
Although cybersecurity awareness and preventative
measures have increased, willingness to modify
behavior patterns for digital safety has not grown
in parallel. This privacy paradox leaves many family
offices exposed.
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The answers to privacy issues tend to be less complex
than expected, and minor but meaningful tweaks
in process and training can mean all the difference.
Regular education of family members and family
office personnel on prevalent privacy risks and
preventative measures that individuals can make will
go a long way.
Lots of seemingly insignificant actions – from
strengthening privacy settings to monitoring image
rights - are small steps that allow family offices to
protect their principals’ and the family’s privacy in this
information age.

Small steps to protecting privacy
•

Strengthen privacy settings

•

Utilize password managers

•

Update/deactivate social media profiles

•

Unsubscribe from mailing lists

•

Remove details from public domain

•

Monitor image rights

•

Remove electronic devices from sensitive
meetings

•

Make shopping wish lists private
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reviewed by any regulatory authority in Hong Kong or any regulatory authority in Singapore. This communication contains confidential and proprietary information and is
intended only for recipient in accordance with accredited investors requirements in Singapore (as defined under the Securities and Futures Act (Chapter 289 of Singapore)
(the “Act” )) and professional investors requirements in Hong Kong(as defined under the Hong Kong Securities and Futures Ordinance and its subsidiary legislation). For
regulated asset management services, any mandate will be entered into only with Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch and/or Citibank, N.A. Singapore Branch, as applicable.
Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch or Citibank, N.A., Singapore Branch may sub-delegate all or part of its mandate to another Citigroup affiliate or other branch of Citibank,
N.A. Any references to named portfolio managers are for your information only, and this communication shall not be construed to be an offer to enter into any portfolio
management mandate with any other Citigroup affiliate or other branch of Citibank, N.A. and, at no time will any other Citigroup affiliate or other branch of Citibank, N.A.
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applicable laws and regulations. Citibank, N.A., Hong Kong Branch does not intend to rely on any provisions herein which are inconsistent with its obligations under the
Code of Conduct for Persons Licensed by or Registered with the Securities and Futures Commission, or which mis-describes the actual services to be provided to you.
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